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SCHOLARS AIM TO DISPROVE DARWIN
As Theory Turns 150, Scientists Say It's Impossible

ROME, OCT. 26, 2009 (Zenit.org).- As the theory of evolution turns 150 years old, one group of 

scholars is calling it a scientific impossibility. 

After a year of conferences celebrating the 150th anniversary of Darwin's 1859 book, "On the Origin of 

Species," a Nov. 9 conference is planned to provide empirical proof to debunk evolution.

Rome's Pope Pius V University will host the daylong conference that will present a scientific refutation 

of evolution theory.

Peter Wilders and H. M. Owen, organizers of the event, told ZENIT that the conference is aimed to 

"stimulate debate among scientists" and that it is particularly geared to university students.

"Being young, they have less built-in resistance to new data that conflicts with establishment dogma," 

a statement from the organizers explained.

"Darwinian evolution has become the accepted paradigm of the scientific community," they noted. 

"New research data that challenges that paradigm is automatically rejected for philosophical rather 

than scientific reasons.

"Results of recent empirical research published by scientific academies refutes the basic principles of 

the geological time-scale. It reduces the age of rocks and therefore the fossils in them. The theory of 

evolution is undergirded by both the time-scale and the age of fossils.

"This evidence from sedimentology harmonizes with the latest findings in genetics, paleontology, 

physics, and other scientific disciplines. The implications of this research are fatal for Darwinism."
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According to Russian sedimentologist Alexander Lalamov, "Everything contained in Darwin’s 'Origin of 

Species' depends upon rocks forming slowly over enormous periods of time. The November conference 

demonstrates with empirical data that such geological time is not available for evolution."

Recently returned from a geological conference in Kazan, sedimentologist Guy Berthault will present 

the findings of several sedimentological studies conducted and published in Russia. In one of these, 

the age of the rock formation surveyed was found to be 0.01% of the age attributed to it by the 

geological time-scale -- instead of an age of 10,000,000 years, the actual age was no more than 

10,000 years.

"Contrary to conventional wisdom," Lalamov observed, "these rocks formed quickly, and the fossils 

they contain must be relatively young. This finding contradicts the evolutionary interpretation of the 

fossil record."

According to U.S. biophysicist Dean Kenyon, "Biological macroevolution collapses without the twin 

pillars of the geological time-scale and the fossil record as currently interpreted. Few scientists would 

contest this statement. This is why the upcoming conference concentrates on geology and 

paleontology. Recent research in these two disciplines adds powerful support to the already formidable 

case against teaching Darwinian macroevolution as if it were proven fact."

"The Scientific Impossibility of Evolution" conference is being held in direct response to Benedict XVI's 

request that both sides of the evolution controversy be heard.

Thomas Seiler, a participant in the conference, said: "In the light of astounding new scientific 

breakthroughs, particularly in geology, we hope the worldwide scientific community will acknowledge 

the overwhelming evidence against the theory of evolution."

--- --- ---

Abstracts of the presentations: http://sites.google.com/site/scientificcritiqueofevolution/
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